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S
ecurity managers are seeing upheaval within 

their own organizations as they adopt new 

security policies and technologies designed 

to keep pace with the changes happening 

within business units. the extent of this disruption 

is undeniable—69% of senior executives recently 

surveyed by Forbes Insights and BMC believe that 

digital transformation is forcing them to rethink 

their cybersecurity strategies. 

this survey also found that security transfor-

mation doesn’t affect only the technology choices 

enterprises make to ward off cyber-thieves. the 

aftershocks are rippling throughout large compa-

nies and causing them to rethink how they organize 

internal stakeholders, assess risk and prioritize 

future investments. In short, many firms are rewrit-

ing their cybersecurity playbooks. 

“We’re taking a new look at cybersecurity from a 

variety of facets—from within the enterprise and user 

end-points to our broader ecosystem of partners 

and digital channels,” says Michael Mathews, CIo of 

Deluxe Corp. A century ago, Deluxe Corp. began its 

check-manufacturing business and steadily rose to 

a leading position within the market. But after senior 

leaders recognized that credit cards, digital wallets 

and Bitcoin threatened their established business 

model, the company made an aggressive move—

and found a new model for success—by providing 

marketing solutions and other services to financial 

institutions and small businesses. 

Deluxe isn’t alone in realizing that with new 

business models comes the need to rethink secu-

rity. In this report, we highlight key findings from a 

recent survey of more than 300 CIos and CIsos, 

and outline how executives are actively revising 

security models to create a culture of cybersecu-

rity and safeguard their organizations in today’s 

continually changing business environment.

IntRoDUCtIon
It’s no secret that CEOs across North America and Europe have been marshal-

ing forces for digital transformation in a high-stakes battle to ward off ambitious 

insurgents, maintain market share and address the changing demands of today’s 

customers. This is a once-in-a-generation challenge for any business leader, but it’s 

not the whole story. behind the scenes, a fourth imperative is being added to the 

list of transformation considerations—combating modern cybercriminals.



27%
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KeY tAKeAWAYs 

69% of senior executives say digital transformation is forcing fundamental  
changes to security strategies

64% will boost spending to protect against known security threats

43%  will make timely patching and remediation a higher priority in 2017

68%  plan to enhance incident response capabilities in the next 12 months

Operations teams are seeing heightened accountability for security breaches

 72% believe line-of-business managers must take a greater role in developing 
security strategies

 Nearly half of enterprises will combine security and operations personnel  
into teams for fortifying mission-critical applications
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The average price of a data  

breach now stands at about 

$4 million

tHe neW ReALItY— 
WHAt’s At stAKe
when hackers breach cybersecurity defenses, the risks to enterprises are enormous, 

ranging from financial losses and damage to corporate reputations to exposure of 

intellectual property and the release of sensitive customer information. One worry 

encapsulates all these perils. “The biggest fear of the CIOs and CISOs I speak to is see-

ing their companies on the front page of The wall Street Journal because they’ve had 

a massive breach,” says Sean Pike, program vice president for security products at the 

analyst firm IDC.
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T
his concern is well-founded. Headline-

grabbing breaches have become routine in 

recent months, and corporations are pay-

ing the price. the average price of a data 

breach now stands at about $4 million, according 

to the Ponemon Institute.1 But the financial dam-

age from a massive breach can be much higher. 

the fallout for one large retailer is estimated at 

$252 million.2

While financial concerns are real, the Forbes 

Insights/BMC survey finds that two dangers in 

particular are causing executives on both sides of 

the Atlantic to lose sleep: the theft of corporate 

financial data and the theft of customer informa-

tion. Both are described as the most important 

assets to protect against a security breach, more 

so than other important areas like intellectual 

property and employee information.

Unfortunately, the risks to these and other cor-

porate assets will likely grow in the months ahead. 

CIos and CIsos must not only address a sophis-

ticated army of global cyber-thieves—many of 

whom are backed by national governments—

but simultaneously close the new security gaps 

that arise as their organizations embrace digital 

transformation.

1http://businessinsights.bitdefender.com/security-breaches-becoming-more-costly 
2https://www.rsaconference.com/blogs/do-data-breaches-affect-company-value

27%
22%

11% 9%

Figure 1. Most important Assets to Protect Against a Security Breach

Brand  
reputation 

r&D and other 
 intellectual property 

Corporate financial 
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http://businessinsights.bitdefender.com/security-breaches-becoming-more-costly
https://www.rsaconference.com/blogs/do-data-breaches-affect-company-value
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neW teCHnoLoGY =  
neW CHALLenGes
New business priorities and the technology arriving to support them are creating 

new challenges for IT and security staffs. The top three technologies cited in the 

Forbes Insights/bMC survey as having the biggest security implications are pub-

lic clouds, big data and mobile applications, each of which have seen high adoption 

rates in recent years.

C
loud and mobile technology create secu-

rity threats because they send data 

flowing into, or out of, well-controlled 

internal networks. Big data is a concern 

because to manage and analyze it, enterprises 

must consolidate information within central store-

houses, which, if breached, give thieves one-stop 

shopping for a trove of valuable corporate data.

In addition to the individual security implica-

tions of each technology, their collective impact 

is reshaping corporate strategies. “organic and 

inorganic business growth changes the attack 

surface and risk profile for an organization,” 

says Cameron Brown, a cyber-defense advisor 

and cybersecurity strategist based in Frankfurt, 

Germany, and a former digital forensics specialist 

for the United nations. “As information systems 

converge and disparate networks are linked 

together, new security vulnerabilities emerge. 

“Architects of secure environments carefully 

tailor their systems to meet challenges within a 

specific context. When the context shifts, so too 

do the stressors that impact these systems. For 

continuous security improvement to occur, change 

management must be a key part of enterprise 

growth and contraction.”

the specific types of security challenges that 

new technology creates is one area of wide-

spread agreement among enterprise executives, 

no matter what their job title or location. Across 

the board, the primary security challenges arising 

from new business and technology trends are end-

user authentication, keeping the organization up 

to date on the latest exploits and improving secu-

rity training for end-users.

the need to address these priorities, while 

maintaining traditional defenses, is convincing It 

and security managers to reevaluate and update 

their security strategies.

The specific types of security challenges 

that new technology creates is one area 

of widespread agreement among 

enterprise executives, no matter what 

their job title or location. 
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Figure 2. Technologies With the Biggest Security implications

65% 63% 61% 60%

Mobile business  
applications 

Hybrid clouds Public-cloud  
software 

Big data  
applications 

Figure 3. ranking of the Security Challenges Arising From New Business and Technology Trends

Managing multiple interdependencies among on-premise and cloud resources 

18%18%11%19%19%16%

Training end-users in the latest security best practices 

17%14%19%16%17%18%

it’s more difficult to protect enterprise resources when they’re used outside the physical corporate perimeter 

14%15%20%16%19%16%

Authenticating end-users 

14%20%16%16%16%19%

Staying up to date on the latest exploits 

20%14%17%17%14%19%

iT/CiSOs have less direct control over data and applications 

18%19%19%17%16%12%

  1 Most Critical         2         3         4         5         6 Least Critical      
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A decisive 82% of executives  

in europe and North America say security  

investments will rise again in 2017.

FUNDING PRIORITIES:  
InnoVAtIon Vs. seCURItY

As digital transformation pushes IT and security leaders to reeval-

uate and rethink their cybersecurity strategies, it’s also impacting 

enterprise priorities. A solid majority—74%—of CIOs and CISOs 

say security was a higher priority in 2016 than in the previous 

year, and a decisive 82% of executives in Europe and North Amer-

ica say security investments will rise again in 2017. 

But these executives also acknowledge that when lobbying for 

additional security funding, technology leaders are competing with business peers, all of 

whom are trying to convince the board where it should allocate money. Most respondents say 

their C-suite and board will earmark significant percentages of new funding for business inno-

vation and IT modernization. “Line-of-business people want new, next-generation technology, 

so the big question for boards is, ‘Where should we focus our funding efforts?’” says Scott 

Crowder, CIO at BMC, a vendor of enterprise management software. “Do you devote money 

to maintaining the old environment and preventing security problems that might happen, or 

do you invest in technology that could be a game changer for the business unit?” 

THe ANSWer: Boards are willing to increase investments in  
security if proposals come with solid business models.
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WAGInG CYBeR WARFARe
According to the Forbes Insights/bMC survey, change to enterprise security profiles 

was under way in 2016, and CIOs and CISOs have clear plans for the new, or ongoing, 

changes they’ll need to make in the coming year.
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I
n 2016, enterprises placed greater emphasis on 

two initiatives to make themselves less attractive to 

hackers: vulnerability discovery and breach reme-

diation. Going hand in hand with these efforts are 

strategies that emphasize proactive measures. “In 

the past, security teams in many organizations have 

been reactive,” says Betty elliott, head of informa-

tion security and CIso at MoneyGram International. 

“now the focus is on what we can do to gain greater 

visibility into attacks and attempted breaches so we 

can act more quickly. that shift from reactive to pro-

active is something that we’ve been more focused 

on, and it’s making a significant difference in how 

quickly we can defect and mitigate threats.”

Another area drawing greater attention in 

recent months is employee training, presumably 

to keep people informed about the latest exploits 

and, in turn, make them less vulnerable to targeted 

social engineering and phishing attacks.

to make way for this new focus, enterprises 

have made upgrades to tried-and-true antivirus 

software, anti-malware software and intrusion-

detection systems less of a priority. Looking 

ahead, the biggest priorities for It and security 

executives include addressing a venerable prob-

lem—protecting against and responding to known 

security threats.

in 2016, enterprises placed greater emphasis on two initiatives to make themselves 
less attractive to hackers: vulnerability discovery and breach remediation.

Figure 4. Primary initiatives undertaken in the Past Year to Make My Organization Less Attractive to Hackers

60% 57% 54%

30%

upgraded or introduced 
antivirus software,  

anti-malware software  
or intrusion detection/ 

prevention systems 

invested in employee 
security training 

Put more resources 
into defending against 

zero-day exploits 

expanded  
vulnerability  

discovery and 
 remediation 
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It’s no wonder that protecting against known 

threats is poised to see the biggest change. For 

years, enterprises have grappled with the challenge 

of quickly updating security patches and other 

remediation because of scheduling and logistical 

issues that left organizations unnecessarily vulner-

able. not closing the door on an imminent danger 

can be a business disaster for companies and a 

career killer for security professionals. 

Also high on the list of priorities are two activ-

ities that round out known-threat strategies: 

defending against zero-day attacks (the second 

in the sequence of one/two defensive punches) 

and timely patching and remediation of known 

Note: May not add to 100% due to rounding.

Figure 5. How Security Priorities Will Change in Priority Over the Next 12 Months

Protecting against and responding  
to known security threats

64% 

29% 

7% 

  increase        Decrease        Stay the Same

Defending against zero-day attacks

47% 

36% 

17% 

Detecting successful security breaches

48% 

39% 

13% 

Timely patching and remediation of  
known vulnerabilities

43% 

44% 

13% 

Proactively embedding security into iT systems vs.  
increasing security developments in response to threats

45% 

41% 

14% 

restoring and strengthening systems  
impacted by breaches

42% 

42% 

17% 
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vulnerabilities. the latter is accomplished through 

technologies that automate patching and closer 

coordination between It and operations staff. It’s 

noteworthy that the appeal of patching systems is 

a combination of its effectiveness and the fact that 

it’s a good investment. A majority of executives 

named investments in It and patch-automation 

systems as the ones that delivered the best returns 

on their security investments in the past year. 

Investment plans for the next 12 months seem 

to be in sync with priorities. Further demonstrat-

ing the diminished role of anti-malware solutions in 

modern security efforts, advanced antivirus solu-

tions rank lowest in funding plans. By contrast, 

patch-automation systems top the list of areas set 

to receive the highest funding. It’s tied with cloud-

based security tracking and management services, 

and followed closely by breach detection systems 

and data protection and compliance tools, such as 

encryption and data-loss prevention systems.

At the same time, more than two-thirds of CIos 

and CIsos say their enterprises will give incident 

response a higher priority in the next year. they’ll 

do that primarily by making better use of existing 

tools and by evaluating and adopting cloud-based 

incident-management solutions.

The appeal of patching systems is  

a combination of its effectiveness and 

the fact that it’s a good investment.

49% 49% 47%
41%

Figure 6. Areas That Will See the Highest investment in the Coming Year

Cloud-based  
security tracking and 
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iT and automated 
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tHe PeoPLe IMPeRAtIVe
Addressing the technology changes associated with digital transformation and 

resetting investment priorities will be important for modern security strategies, but 

they’re not the only considerations. For many organizations, addressing modern 

cybersecurity challenges has as much to do with culture and organizational struc-

tures as with technology. Unfortunately, in an era of technology innovation and 

upheaval, many roadblocks still keep enterprises from successfully creating a cul-

ture of cybersecurity for all stakeholders.

52%
of executives say  

accountability for security 

breaches has increased for  

the operations group. 
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“M
isaligned reporting and governance 

structures can quickly lead to dan-

gerous blind spots,” Brown says. 

“Many organizations lack clarity 

around security roles and accountabilities because 

some still see security as an It issue rather than 

a business asset. Where silos exist and there is a 

disconnect between operational teams and mid-

dle management, an impasse occurs. Critically, the 

C-suite needs to be aware of where valuable infor-

mation is disbursed across their enterprise and 

how a compromise of that information will impact 

profitability, branding and reputation.”

the Forbes Insights/BMC survey finds signs of 

problems in traditional reporting structures. While 

CIsos continue to report directly to CIos at 43% 

of the companies surveyed, more than a quarter of 

respondents say this structure is only moderately 

effective, or not effective.

What’s the underlying cause of this discontent? 

one reason is that the two groups aren’t always on 

the same page about the degree of cyber-threats. 

For example, 33% of CIos see public clouds as 

having an extreme impact on security, and while 

CIsos also rank cloud as their biggest concern, a 

much smaller group of them—21%—see it as such 

an extreme threat.

A dichotomy exists for big data applications 

as well. nearly a third of CIos see this area hav-

ing an extreme impact, which is a level of intensity 

shared by only 18% of CIsos. Mobile technology 

follows suit, with a 12-percentage-point difference 

between CIos and CIsos who believe untethered 

devices and apps raise the loudest alarms.

there are other underlying frustrations when 

CIsos report to CIos. “When that’s the organiza-

tional structure, CIsos are chief executives in name 

only,” Pike says. “In reality, they’re more of a senior 

vice president, because that’s the level of power 

they actually have.”

Pike also believes that moving CIsos from 

under the CIo’s direct control is a better division of 

responsibilities. “In general, CIos are more focused 

on technology innovation than security. By making 

the CIso a true executive, the corporation gains 

greater transparency over security operations by 

giving security people a direct reporting structure 

to the board of directors.” 

What other organizational changes would 

improve security? A large majority—65%—of CIos 

and CIsos believe security would improve if the 

security staff collaborated more closely with oper-

ations teams. this is a sign of the operations staff’s 

heightened responsibility for security breaches. 

More than half—52%—of executives say account-

ability for security breaches has increased for the 

operations group. 

specifically, the operations team is seeing 

increased responsibility for ensuring that known 

remediation, such as patches for previously identi-

fied malware, is applied within established service 

level agreements.

the operations department isn’t the only area 

where closer coordination over security would 

have a positive impact. the security role of line-

of-business managers is also evolving in today’s 

era of transformation. Forty-one percent of north 

American executives say better collaboration 

between security and LoB managers is important, 

and nearly three-quarters of executives in europe 

and north America believe LoB managers must 

take a greater role in better prioritizing security 

investments.

“in general, CiOs are more focused on 

technology innovation than security. By 

making the CiSO a true executive, the 

corporation gains greater transparency 

over security operations by giving 

security people a direct reporting 

structure to the board of directors.” 

           — Sean Pike,  
Program Vice President,  
Security Products, iDC
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“the reality is that the line of business has a 

much better appreciation for the relative impor-

tance of individual data assets, down to each 

client, product and transaction, and whether 

each should be considered confidential, secret, 

top secret or public,” says Paul Lewis, chief tech-

nology officer for Hitachi Data systems. 

Given finite resources, the security staff needs 

these insights to prioritize its efforts and ensure 

the most valuable assets receive the right 

resources. Fortunately, mutual goals are helping 

to tighten the bonds between security teams and 

business people. “security professionals must rely 

on the line of business to tell them what applica-

tions they’re using, otherwise companies run the 

risk of shadow It,” Pike says. “At the same time, 

the line of business wants to know how to protect 

customer and financial data, and they view secu-

rity folks as the experts for doing that. so business 

people are increasingly reaching across the aisle.”

However, to fully promote greater collabora-

tion, the security and business groups must work 

through any longstanding friction. For example, 

some business owners resist seeing their most 

critical systems patched regularly, fearing that the 

change process will increase downtime and lead 

to lost productivity. A close partnership for iron-

ing out when best to schedule updates, along with 

extensive testing of patches, will help alleviate 

these concerns.

Figure 7. Whom Does the CiSO Directly report to in Your enterprise?

The CiO 

43%

The CeO 

22%

The CFO 

21%

VP of governance, risk and Compliance 

13%

Other 

 1%

Figure 8. How Has the role of the Operations Team 
Changed With respect to the Following?

  increased       Decreased        Stayed the Same

Accountability for security breaches

52% 37% 

11% 

ensuring that known remediation is  
applied within established service level agreements

47% 47% 

17% 
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A neW seCURItY MoDeL
Security veterans acknowledge that fewer C-suites and boards today need to be 

schooled on how security is a strategic asset to businesses. No longer is security 

viewed as a costly necessity with an unknown ROI. business executives now gener-

ally understand that customers gravitate to companies with the highest reputations 

for security, or conversely avoid those that have been victims of high-level breaches. 

Nevertheless, CIOs and CISOs won’t have an open checkbook for every new fund-

ing request, as modernization continues to take precedence in the years ahead. 
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w
hat will be the key to building an 

effective business case for security 

in the future? Justifications should 

focus on two essential areas. First, 

when it comes to new products and services, It 

and security executives must demonstrate that 

proposed investments are where the organization 

will see the highest value for its security dollars. 

second, as noted earlier, CIos and CIsos must 

continue to look beyond technology by address-

ing organizational and personnel issues.

one of the best ways to maximize the impact 

of new investments is to direct them to mission-

critical assets. this aligns with the longstanding 

industry truism: if everything is protected equally, 

then nothing is adequately safeguarded. Many 

executives agree that targeting available resources 

to mission-critical applications is one way to get 

the biggest impact from their investments. In fact, 

47% say their companies will devote more per-

sonnel and technology to ensuring they’re never 

breached. A greater emphasis on critical assets will 

also help alleviate the concerns cited earlier among 

Many executives agree that targeting 

available resources to mission-critical 

applications is one way to get the biggest 

impact from their investments.

19%

42%45%47%

Figure 9. How Are You Planning to Protect Mission-Critical resources in the Next Year?

We’ll combine security and 
operations personnel  

into teams dedicated to  
specific mission-critical 

 applications 

Line-of-business  
and development 

teams will increase 
their roles in protecting 

critical assets 

We will devote  
more personnel  

and technology to 
ensuring they’re  
never breached 

We’ll focus our  
new investments and  
staff to these areas 

 and cut back  
on others
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business managers who fear a loss of productivity 

as a result of the poorly coordinated patching of 

essential resources. 

It and security leaders are planning other 

related steps as well. A similar percentage—45%—

expect to combine security and operations 

personnel into teams dedicated to specific mis-

sion-critical applications, presumably to create 

quasi sWAt teams with combined skills to best 

safeguard individual assets. Demonstrating their 

commitment, executives say actions like these jus-

tify cutbacks in other areas, presumably for more 

traditional measures like updates to network fire-

walls and antivirus software.

some CIos are ahead of the curve in this area. 

For the past year, BMC has bolstered the secu-

rity of its critical assets with an extensive network 

segmentation and segregation effort. the goal: 

if people without the proper authorization were 

ever to access its network, they would be walled 

off from the most valuable corporate resources. 

“More and more, we’re compartmentalizing busi-

ness applications into small segments of the 

network and creating entry points only where 

they’re needed,” says BMC’s Crowder. “In this way, 

someone would need intimate knowledge of com-

munications ports and other entry points from one 

segment to the next, rather than having a flat net-

work they could traverse without any boundaries.”

Another strategy for protecting the most valu-

able assets managed by enterprises is to shift 

thinking from safeguarding applications and sys-

tems to securing the data itself. “Here’s the reality: 

your organization doesn’t get bad press because 

you let bad guys into your network. It’s because of 

what they stole once they broke in,” says Hitachi 

Data systems’ Lewis. “they’re not looking for 

configuration files on your operating systems; 

they’re looking for credit card information, for cus-

tomer data, transaction histories and proprietary 

documents. Data is the focal point, not the infra-

structure and applications that are supporting it. 

therefore, data becomes the asset that we need to 

secure most.”

In response, Lewis’s company created the posi-

tion of chief data officer, with the responsibility 

of being the steward of corporate information—

and advises all enterprises to do the same. “If 

you don’t have someone like that in charge, then, 

arguably, nobody is responsible for protecting 

valuable information,” he says. “once you have a 

responsible party, you can implement data-cen-

tric capabilities, such as classification, stewardship, 

storage, auditing and compliance, and security.”

IDC’s Pike says the heightened emphasis on 

securing data versus systems recognizes the new 

realities of digital transformation. “the key word 

here is ‘distributed.’ We have distributed work-

loads, distributed office environments, employees 

who are distributed, devices that are distributed,” 

Pike explains. “As a result, data is constantly flow-

ing in and out of organizations, which in turn 

means enterprises must protect data wherever it 

is at any time.” 

to do this, corporate security arsenals must 

include tools that tell organizations exactly who 

is accessing individual files, whether these peo-

ple are in fact who they say they are, and where 

they are physically located when they log on to 

networks. “We are seeing a huge uptick in identity 

and access management applications,” Pike says.

Accurately identifying and authenticating the 

people trying to access sensitive data is aided by 

a category of sophisticated software dubbed user 

and entity behavior analytics, or UeBA. essentially, 

these programs compare real-time activities with 

usual patterns of behavior and alert the security 

staff when anomalies occur. For example, alerts 

would sound if someone in the marketing depart-

ment suddenly tried to download personnel files 

from HR. similarly, security personnel would be 

“They’re not looking for configuration 

files on your operating systems; they’re 

looking for credit card information, for 

customer data, transaction histories and 

proprietary documents.”

                — Paul Lewis, CTO,  
Hitachi Data Systems
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“in the past, we protected the castle. But 

because the castle is now all over the 

world, these global, cloud-based security 

tracking mechanisms become  

more valuable.”

          — Scott Crowder,  
CiO, BMC

notified if someone who logs in from a U.s. loca-

tion one minute, then tries to gain network access 

from China a short time later. “these types of 

resources ensure we have as many eyes as possi-

ble looking at our crown jewels,” Crowder says. 

Lewis also notes organizations’ increased 

interest in analytics. “I see enterprises spending 

a lot more money on this area than they have in 

the past,” he says. “It’s part of an effort to have 

detailed insights into security activities so they can 

better manage incidents and make sure their data 

isn’t corrupted in any way.” 

some global enterprises are already see-

ing a payoff from their investments in analytics. 

MoneyGram International, for example, uses an 

advanced analytics tool that enables early detec-

tion of potential problems across the more than 

200 countries where it conducts business. the 

security department also employs a team of stat-

isticians who watch for anomalous behavior. 

Although the company saw a significant increase 

in the number of situations that required attention 

in 2016, MoneyGram International saw a substan-

tial reduction in losses that same year. “It’s all 

about using the information that we have and fully 

leveraging it to detect events and prevent inci-

dents from occurring,” elliott says. 

As enterprises enhance their security-analytics 

capabilities, they’re looking beyond traditional 

onsite options to security being handled in 

conjunction with cloud services. security organi-

zations are undergoing similar transformation as 

business units, and that’s fueling greater reliance 

on saas-based security services. nearly half of 

the executives surveyed say cloud-based secu-

rity tracking and management services will see 

the highest levels of It security investments in the 

coming year. 

A big incentive for using the cloud relates to 

skilled talent. “Many organizations are finding it 

difficult to hire the level of talent that they need for 

security today,” Pike says. “not only can they not 

hire enough people to manage security inside their 

organizations; they also don’t have the talent avail-

able to take care of a breach if it occurs.”

Contracting out for more experienced service 

providers is one way to get a bigger bang for secu-

rity bucks. “You’re essentially swapping out one 

full-time employee for the resources of a number 

of folks with a range of different talents,” adds Pike.

Crowder says his company will make signifi-

cant investments in saas services for response 

remediation platforms and security tracking. “In 

the past, we protected the castle,” he says. “But 

because the castle is now all over the world, these 

global, cloud-based security tracking mechanisms 

become more valuable.”
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CReAte A CULtURe  
oF seCURItY
Modern security strategies must also focus on personnel, given the frictions that arise 

from misaligned organizational structures and breakdowns in interdisciplinary collabo-

ration. The overarching way to do this is by cultivating a corporate culture that makes 

everyone responsible for cybersecurity. The leading companies in the Forbes Insights/

bMC survey understand the importance of this goal. More than half—54%—say this will 

be a key step they’ll take over the next year to address the security risks resulting from 

new business and technology trends.

E
xpanded and continuous training is one of the 

best ways to develop this culture of security. 

enterprises should first evaluate the skills of It 

and security staffs to identify gaps and then 

make necessary adjustments through training, new 

hires or via third-party services. next, they should 

focus on peers in all other business units and update 

training relevant to their particular responsibilities.

Deluxe Corp. is ahead of the curve in this area. 

“Because cybersecurity is front and center in our 

organization, we’re making ongoing security train-

ing and communications available to our entire 

enterprise,” Mathews says. “security must be 

something that everybody within the company 

feels, owns and is accountable for.” 

european security experts also see enter-

prise-wide commitment to security as essential 

for the future. “Be realistic—at some point, you 

will have an incident, so the key is being prepared 

for it,” says steve Clement, a security analyst 

with the Computer Incident Response Center in 

Luxembourg. “If you’re not ready, you’ll panic, and 

that can be disastrous. Do everything you can to 

avoid that panic moment, and the best way to do 

that is by playing through various scenarios.”

examples include simulations and tabletop 

exercises scheduled several times a year that sim-

ulate cybersecurity events that are happening or 

may potentially happen. the goal of these exercises 

is to create the muscle memory so people know 

how to behave and react if they actually encounter 

a threat. these exercises also show organizations’ 

security gaps and where they need to improve 

internal operations to be better prepared.

the simulations should be played out in the 

technology department, but also in other corpo-

rate entities, including operations, human relations, 

call centers, legal, marketing, communications and 

fulfillment. sometimes lasting multiple days, the 

run-throughs simulate internal analysis and reme-

diation efforts, communications with customers 

and outreach to external partners. 

“in the recent past, security was 

something that you addressed after the 

fact. in the new world of today, security  

is something we have to build in from the 

start. it becomes the fabric of what we 

do, not an isolated activity.”

             — Michael Mathews,  
CiO, Deluxe Corp.
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Corporate cultures must also infuse security 

as an essential component into all activities. It’s 

an idea that’s catching on. A high priority in the 

months ahead will be efforts to proactively embed 

security into It systems, the international group of 

executives said. 

“In the recent past, security was something 

that you addressed after the fact,” Mathews notes. 

“If you built a product, you wrapped it with secu-

rity by putting a wall around it and locking it up 

somehow. In the new world of today, we don’t 

think about security as an aftereffect. It’s some-

thing we have to build in from the start, which 

means we weave in security from the point of con-

ception and design through the execution and 

building and deployment. It becomes the fabric of 

what we do, not an isolated activity.” 

to further this goal, Deluxe Corp. formed an 

enterprise Risk Council (eRC) composed of senior 

leaders from a cross-section of departments rang-

ing from It and operations to business units, finance, 

and manufacturing. While this team and process are 

still maturing, the eRC meets regularly to review the 

latest security risks and other top agenda items. 

the group reviews the biggest concerns, offers rec-

ommendations about how to address them, and 

submits its findings to the appropriate organiza-

tional leaders. 

“this is helping to advance a culture around 

the idea that risk and security are an enterprise-

wide responsibility, and everybody needs to own 

a piece of it,” Mathews says. “everybody under-

stands that they’re intimately involved in the 

security of the entire company.”

27%

39%

50%
54%

Figure 10. Steps My Organization Will Take Over the Next 12 Months to Address the Security risks resulting 
From New Business and Technology Trends

revise job descriptions 
 and incentives with  

an emphasis on  
improving security

Organize key stake-
holders to review our 
current security strat-
egy and identify areas 
that must be updated

Develop a corporate 
culture that makes 

everyone responsible 
for security 

evaluate the skills of  
our iT and security staffs  

to identify gaps and make 
necessary adjustments 
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GUIDePosts  
FoR A neW AGe

Like a CEO racing to update an established business model to block an aggressive 

market insurgent, CIOs and CISOs are rushing to keep cybersecurity strategies via-

ble in a fast-changing world. Enterprises that stumble at achieving security in the 

modern age may find themselves the subject of negative headlines, spurned by cus-

tomers and perhaps burdened by lawsuits and regulatory fines. but organizations 

that successfully stay ahead of new security challenges will not only safeguard their 

reputations, they’ll also attract digitally savvy customers who value secure environ-

ments for doing business. 

 1.  Create a modern cybersecurity strategy  

backed by a solid business model

 2.  redouble efforts to secure mission-critical assets

 3.   improve organizational effectiveness by investigating new  

reporting structures

 4.  Develop an enterprise-wide culture of security.

  5. Shift thinking from safeguarding applications to securing the data itself
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Turning security into a strategic asset requires a fresh look at an area that enterprises 

have been investing in for years. New research and insights from leading executives 

show that focusing attention in the following areas is critical: 

 1. Create a modern cybersecurity strategy backed by a solid business model.  
For many CIos and CIsos, this means developing spending proposals that target security spending 

where it will have the biggest impact. For example, analyze increased investments for technology that 

protects against known security threats, such as patch-automation systems, and enhanced capabilities 

for incident-response applications. 

 2. redouble efforts to secure mission-critical assets.  
Decide which assets cannot be breached and dedicate more resources there; let automation and policy 

handle the rest. Also, combine security and operations personnel into teams dedicated to specific 

mission-critical applications. At the same time, identify security areas where spending can be safely 

reduced to help pay for additional investments for mission-critical resources. 

    3. improve organizational effectiveness by investigating new reporting structures.  
Consider having CIsos report directly to the C-suite to raise the profile of security and give CIsos a more 

direct role in recommending and justifying spending proposals. Also, find ways to enhance the security 

role of business managers for identifying the most-critical assets to secure. Finally, promote greater 

collaboration between security and operations teams to overcome breakdowns stemming from conflicting 

priorities. 

4. Develop an enterprise-wide culture of security. 
employ updated training, simulations and tabletop exercises that involve everyone from the It, 

security and operations staffs to HR, call centers, legal, marketing, communications and fulfillment. 

the involvement of everyone will help reduce “weak link” security gaps and help ensure a coordinated 

response if a breach occurs. 

5. Shift thinking from safeguarding applications to securing the data itself. 
After all, the ultimate goal of cyber-thieves is to steal credit card numbers, customer information, 

intellectual property and other valuable corporate data. to oversee this emphasis on information over 

systems, consider hiring a chief data officer.  

Cybersecurity strategies must continue to evolve in the age of digital transformation.  

with renewed attention to technology, people and investment priorities, enterprises 

can rewrite their security road maps and safeguard their businesses in the years ahead.
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MetHoDoLoGY
The data in this report is derived from a survey of 308 executives from a range of industries in 

North America and europe, conducted by Forbes insights in the fall of 2016. Half were located in 

North America and half in europe. Titles included CiO (32%), CTO (16%), CiSO (14%), CSO (4%) 

and VP/SVP of technology or information security (34%). All respondents were from companies 

with at least $100 million in annual revenue; 26% were from companies with revenue between $1 

billion and $5 billion; 24% had revenue of $5 billion or more.
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